The new age of innovation
With new technology, organizations are embracing digitalization to work better, faster, and more efficiently.
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Technology today is empowering businesses to
understand their audiences better and create more
impactful customer solutions.
Data and insights contribute to make more informed
decisions and adds the necessary speed to business
processes. Collaboration across geography and
disciplines are equally important to drive innovation
and the development of new customer experiences,
products and solutions. To fully utilize the potential
in new technology, building powerful innovations
hubs to nurture the exchange of ideas are becoming
increasingly common.
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The challenge
• Research units spread out across the country
• Delayed and inconsistent communication
• Unable to ensure stakeholders share the same picture or
Researchers at a large

perspective of data and insights

American pharmaceutical
company were routinely
required to analyze heavy
data sets in the process of
developing new medical
drugs.

The solution
• Large touch-enabled display walls built for high-resolution
visualization applications were built across the company’s
research and development facilities
• A standardized user experience regardless of location
• Enabling users in different locations to analyze data and inspect
complex drug and protein interactions together
• Seamless communication among researchers that has sped up
the successful development of new drugs
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The challenge
• Inconsistent insights and communication lag
• Limited efficiency of large-scale operational processes
Like other large businesses

The solution

in the Fast Moving Consumer

• A digital innovation center was built in Singapore, dedicated to enhancing P&G’s Asia-Pacific operations and efficiency

Goods (FMCG) sector, Procter

• Several large display walls were installed to improve the ability for large-scale visualization

& Gamble sought ways to
further optimize their supply

• Employees could easily distill meaningful consumer insights and improve efficiency across P&G’s operations, from synchronizing the
supply chain to lowering inventory

chain and develop new
solutions that can add value
to the business.
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The challenge
• A lack of tools to effectively measure customer behaviors
• Unable to derive actionable insights into how customers
An optimal, positive
retail experience can
be key to influencing a
customer’s purchasing
decisions. GlaxoSmithKline
commissioned their own
Shopper Science Lab
to study this important
process.

respond to the retail experience
The solution
• A state-of-the-art research facility was built, equipped
with a large engagement wall with touch support to
enable dynamic interactions
• Marketers could experiment and test pharmacy displays.
• They could also generate realistic 3D visualizations of
retail settings
• An advanced eye-tracking equipment could collect data
and monitor shoppers’ response to product displays
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The challenge
• Business units located in different continents
• Complex data and technical details were difficult to convey
Global enterprises may
have the benefit of
scale and resources, but
geographical distance
can pose a challenge to
collaboration. This was
the case for Tullow Oil, a
leading oil exploration and
production company.

over calls and presentation slides
• Ineffective internal collaboration
The solution
•		An Event and Technology Center was built in Dublin with
high-resolution display walls that enabled employees to
analyze geological data and compare multiple data sources
at the same time
• Users could easily call experts from other locations and
invite them to work on data models together in real time
• 		As the company expands its global footprint, the center was
built with a consistent user interface to be easily deployed
across markets
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Even as doing business in today’s digital age becomes

The Cyviz experience includes:

Our solutions encompass:

increasingly sophisticated, the recipe for success
remains surprisingly simple - effective communication,

Designing and building innovation centers

Configurable visual collaboration and data

synergy of ideas and clarity of data.

that spark creativity

visualization spaces

Through its powerful enterprise collaboration and

Facilitating the flow of information for better

Cutting-edge, high-performance video walls

visualization solutions, Cyviz offers businesses a head

decision-making and better productivity
A standardized user interface, ensuring

start in enabling collaboration to drive innovation, while
keeping the process of learning simple for users with

I mproving synergy among different teams to

users can operate the system regardless

its highly intuitive and seamless interface.

arrive at better ideas or outcomes

of their locales
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Visit one of our Cyviz
Experience Centers to get
a demonstration of our
solutions for dynamic and
engaging innovation &
experience centers:

EUROPE

NORTH AMERICA

ASIA PACIFIC

MIDDLE EAST

Stavanger
Vestre Svanholmen 6
4313, Sandnes
Norway
+47 51 63 55 80

Washington DC
900 N. Glebe Road
Suite 200
Arlington, VA 22203
+1 571 858 3370

Singapore
80 Anson Rd #11-07
079907 Singapore
+65 6814 1000

Oslo
Strandveien 15
1366 Lysaker
Norway
+47 96 62 27 19

Houston
5555 San Felipe
Suite #1700
Houston, TX 77056
+1 713 350 6700

Dubai
Dubai Internet City
Office Park 116
Building C, 3rd floor
PO box 502782
Dubai, UAE
+971 4 375 4747

London
St Clare House
30-33 Minories
London EC3N 1DD
+44 203 475 00 90

Atlanta
Parkside Terrace West
Suite 320
3780 Mansell Rd
Alpharetta, GA 30022
+1 678 744 6185

Jakarta
Foresta Business Loft 2
No. 28 BSD City
Indonesia 15339
+62 812 878 68786

CYVIZ DESIGNS AND DELIVERS INNOVATION CENTERS & EXPERIENCE CENTERS
PEOPLE

User experiences that
engage and inspire.

TECHNOLOGY
Intuitive and predictable
solutions that always
work.

GLOBAL SUPPORT
CENTER

CYVIZ SALES

support@cyviz.com

sales@cyviz.com
www.cyviz.com

COLLABORATION
Spaces built for people
and collaboration.

Riyadh
Tamkeen Tower
19th Floor
King Fahad Road
Yasmeen Area
Riyadh
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
+966 112030262

